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TESTIMONIALS
Terry Graham, Manufacturing Engineering Manager, Southco Inc.
managed Chris at Southco
“Chris and I worked together at Southco Inc. for over 10 yrs. During this
time, Chris and I worked on several projects together that displayed his
outstanding 'attention to detail' and thoroughness. As his manager for the
past 7 years, Chris provided our manufacturing engineering group with
outstanding mentorship of many of our less experienced engineers. In his
role as Sr. Manufacturing Engineer, Chris displayed a vast amount of
knowledge of many manufacturing processes including finishing, stamping,
die cast and assembly processes. My experiences with Chris allow me to
strongly recommend him for any position that would utilize his experience
and organizational attributes.” March 9, 2009
Randy Purvis, Manufacturing Engineering Manager, Southco
managed Chris at Southco
“I am very happy to write this recommendation for Mr. Chris Bigelow. Based
on our previous work relationship, I found Chris to be a first-rate senior
manufacturing engineer capable of handling a multitude of engineering
related functions. Chris has strong technical skills, solid experience, and an
excellent education. Combining Chris' technical skills with his easy
personality, enthusiasm, and his willingness to work with others makes him
an exceptional candidate for any manufacturing environment. Chris is a
stand-up individual. He would make an excellent addition to any engineering
department and/or manufacturing organization. I'm available anytime to
discuss Chris' credentials in more detail.” March 12, 2009
John O'Leary, Unit manager, Southco
managed Chris at Southco
“Chris is a bright, methodical engineer with an excellent grasp of
manufacturing technology. He also has an exceptional understanding of
industrial engineering that was a tremendous benefit for me in better
understanding manufacturing systems, cost structures and financial
analysis.” March 4, 2009

Rick Langkamp, Manager of New Product Development, Southco Inc.
managed Chris at Southco
“Chris is a very detailed oriented engineer and has also worked in the role of
team leader in a number of our mfging areas. He did report directly to me
during part of his career at Southco while I was the manufacturing
engineering Supervisor. Since that time I moved on to NPD and Chris directly
reported to another Engineering Manager. Chris and I worked very closely on
many New Product projects bringing the products online in manufacturing.
Chris was also considered our specialist involved with the powder coating
process and equipment. He also consulted on many assembly fixtures and
gages and helped to design some of these fixtures, as well as the whole
assembly process. Chris has very strong computer skills and is very good at
analyzing computer data and reports from an engineering stand point . If
anyone requires further information about Chris , please feel free to contact
me. Rick Langkamp , Southco Inc. Manager of NPD” March 9, 2009
Joe Werner, Manufacturing Engineer II, Southco Incorporated
worked directly with Chris at Southco
“When I began my career at Southco as a co-op student, I reported to Chris.
As my supervisor, I found Chris to be honest, fair, and very approachable.
After college I took a full time position at Southco and worked with Chris on
many occasions. He is a very analytical problem solver, whose strong
computer skills allow him to methodically gather, organize, and interpret data
to aid in finding solutions to problems. As the most experienced member of
our group at Southco, Chris has been a mentor and role model to me and
other younger engineers over the years. He readily shares knowledge gained
in his years of experience and is always willing to assist anyone seeking his
help. Chris's skills, experience, and leadership ability would be a benefit to
any organization.” March 6, 2009
Darlene Keating, Quality Assurance Technician, Southco
worked with Chris at Southco
“I have had the privilege of working with Chris on a daily basis at Southco in
regards to identifying and improving quality matters. He is friendly,
approachable, intelligent and easy to communicate with. He was always
prompt in responding to root cause and extremely thorough when proposing
corrective actions for improvements. Chris' knowledge in manufacturing far
exceeds what he was responsible for addressing at Southco, which made him
a valuable resource. He is an asset to any company.” March 12, 2009
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